Who said design can’t change the world?

Little Sun is a social business and global project founded by artist Olafur Eliasson and engineer Frederik Ottesen to bring clean, reliable, affordable energy to the 1.1 billion people in the world living in off-grid areas without electricity. Launched at London’s Tate Modern, Little Sun is transforming lives through the power of sustainable energy and intelligent design.

For those living without reliable access to clean energy, life is compromised. Kerosene lanterns are commonly used for light, but they emit toxic smoke and carry the risk of burns and house fires. Using Little Sun light and energy instead means people can work, study, cook, and socialise at night – safely.

Little Sun empowers whole communities by training local entrepreneurs to build profitable small businesses, creating local jobs and developing educational programs, particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa.

The power of your purchase

When you purchase a Little Sun in an area of the world with energy access, a Little Sun is made available to communities living without energy access at a price they can afford.

Find out more: www.littlesun.com
The Little Sun Original solar-powered LED lamp is a work of art that works in life. Designed by artist Olafur Eliasson, Little Sun is the perfect introduction to personal solar-powered light – it’s great for camping, festivals, at the beach, or for brightening your home, garden, or balcony. Kids love Little Sun Original for playtime, as nightlights and for learning about sustainability. Little Sun Original gives you 4 hours of bright light, or, using the dimmer, up to 50 hours of soft light.

**Light Output**

Charging Little Sun for a minimum of 5 hours in the sun produces 4 hours of bright light (30lm) or up to 50 hours or more at lowest level (2 lm).

**Charging & Use**

To charge, place the Little Sun Original in the sun with its solar panel facing upwards. Press the white button once for bright light and twice to turn off. Hold button down to activate dimmer function.

**THE POWER OF YOUR PURCHASE**

Every Little Sun Diamond sold delivers one Little Sun Diamond to an African community without electricity at a locally affordable price. Little Sun empowers whole communities by training local entrepreneurs and creating local jobs, particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Little Sun Charge
Charge your phone. Charge your life.

Little Sun Charge is a high-performance solar charger that packs both beauty and style into a robust, unique power-pack that also features a handy inbuilt lamp. Designed by artist Olafur Eliasson, it’s perfect for travellers, freelancers and everyone on the go who need a reliable yet stylish phone charger wherever they are, whenever they need it. Using a standard USB cable, it will also charge your other small devices like your MP3 player or camera and you can of course opt to power your Little Sun Charge via the USB cable connected to your laptop. Take the power of the sun with you wherever you go!

Charge Capacity and Light Output
Charging Little Sun Charge for 7.5 hours gives you:
Charge capacity of 12.5 Wh
14 hours bright light, 75 lm
More than 150 hours of light at lowest level, 8 lm

Charging & Use
To charge, place the Little Sun Charge in the sun with its solar panel facing upwards and check charge level using the light indicator. Connect your phone using a USB cable. To activate the inbuilt lamp, press once for soft light, twice for brighter light and three times for the brightest light level. Press again to turn off.

THE POWER OF YOUR PURCHASE
Every Little Sun Diamond sold delivers one Little Sun Diamond to an African community without electricity at a locally affordable price. Little Sun empowers whole communities by training local entrepreneurs and creating local jobs, particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa.

FIND OUT MORE: www.littlesun.com
Robust as it is beautiful, Little Sun Diamond is pocket-sized, featherweight and radiates a sparkling glow. Designed by artist Olafur Eliasson and featuring a faceted lens inspired by nature, it’s the best friend for urban explorers and nature lovers alike. The incorporated stand makes it a great as a reading lamp. Exchange the stand for the lanyard and take it with you and it becomes a little piece of sunshine wherever you go!

5 hours of charging in the sun gives you 5 hours of bright light, fading to long-lasting soft light.

**Light Output**

5 hours of charging in the sun produces 5 hours of bright light (22lm), which fades to long-lasting soft light.

**Charging & Use**

To charge, place the Little Sun Diamond in the sun with its solar panel up. Press the button once to turn on and again to turn off. To detach the stand, carefully pull it from the holes on either side, one side at a time.